L1 into L1 with operator norm ^ 1 and L1 n L00 into L1 n L00 without increasing L00 norms (the measure space could be infinite, too). These latter hypotheses are essentially those of Stein [24] , who proved bounded almost everywhere convergence in Lp (1 < p < oo ) for T"f, under the additional assumption that (Tg, g)^0 (geL2).The methods of Burkholder and Chow, Rota, and Stein differ markedly from one another. All these results are implied by our work, which is dependent on the theorems of Rota and Doob. Before presenting a concrete description of our work, we record at this point some conventions. All measure spaces (X,l.,p) considered are totally u-finite positive measure spaces unless the contrary is explicitly stated. We work with spaces of real valued functions only. All operators are assumed linear. Equations, inequalities, and limits are understood to hold almost everywhere (a.e.) unless otherwise noted.
Bylog+|/| we mean log (max (1,|/|)). We frequently consider the class of functions jfe (sJ1Sp<o0Lp which also have the property J'.x|/|log+1/| á/¿ < oo. Note that/eU1<p<00Lpimplies / has this property, and that on a probability space the functions having this property are integrable.
For any function / measurable on (X,I,,p), ||/||p denotes (]x\j\Pdp)llp for The linear operators Tthat occur most frequently in this work are of the following sort: T maps U,<p<o0Lp(X1,S1,/i1) into \Jx<p<aaLp(X2,J.2,p2) and is a contraction on L"(Xx,l,l,px) into L"(X2,L2>p2) for each p: 1 < p < oo . We denote this class of operators by @((XX,T,X,px),(X2,I,2,p2)) or by any of 2, @(XX,X2), etc., where the terms omitted are understood from the context. The following remarks serve to extend the domain of definition of T and to establish a welldefined adjoint operation, (i) Given Te2(Xx, X2) there exists T*e2i(X2,Xx) such that regarded as an operator defined on any of the LP(X2) spaces (1 < p < oo), T* is the adjoint of T. (ii) Thas a unique extension to a contraction on L1(XX) intoLt(X2), which we also denote T. A similar remark holds for T*. (iii) As an operator on L\X2) hitoL1(Xx), the contraction T* has for adjoint a contraction on L^XJ into L*(X2) which agrees with T on LP(Xf) n Lm(Xx) for any p: 1 ^ p < oo. We therefore finally extend T to a contraction on Lco(Xx) into Lm(X2). Similar remarks apply to T*. Denoting the extensions also by Tand T*, we call T* the adjoint of T(hence Tis the adjoint of T*). An operator in 3> (X,X) is said to be self-adjoint if it is equal to its own adjoint in the above sense of the term.
An operator Se$(Xx,X2) is doubly stochastic if S is a positive operator such that SI = 1 a.e. (p2) and S*í = 1 a.e. (px), where 1 is the constant function assuming everywhere the value 1. (For an operator T on Lco(Xx) into V°(X2) such that Tl = 1, positivity of Tis equivalent to contractivity (in L°°norm) [19] .) Note that if S is doubly stochastic, so is S*. It follows that if px(Xx) = ^2(^2) < °° > then any operator Se@(Xx,X2) for which SI = 1 is doubly stochastic.
Given /e U1SpSooLD an<i a tf-field ¿Fc S for which (X,iF,p) is cr-finite, the conditional expectation off with respect to ¡F, denoted E{f\F}, is defined as that function measurable on (X,!F) for which f E{f\ F}dp = f fdp (B e ¿F, p(B) < 00 ).
Jb Jb
By the theory of Radon-Nikodym derivatives [11], E{f\^} is well definedunique to within sets of /¿-measure zero (cf. [15] , [7] ). By the argument of [8, p.22] if feLp(X,I,,p), heL\X,íF,p), l/p + l/g = l, then E{Jh\F} = hE{j\^}.
It is readily verified (cf. [19] ) that conditional expectation is a self-adjoint, idempotent, doubly stochastic operator. A decreasing martingale on (X,I.,p) is a sequence {/"}¡?=1 of functions and a sequence {F"}™=x of c-subfields of £ satisfying (i) (X,^n,p)'\s cr-finite,
(i") fi £ UiS/>s°°LP (^»2»iu)> and (iv) £{/n|^n+i} =/"+i, (n = l,2,-) (cf. [8] , [15] , [7] and [13] ).
A decreasing submartingale is defined the same as a decreasing martingale, except for condition (iv), which reads (iv)s E{f.\*.+1} èfB+1, (n = l,2,.-).
The basic operator composition used is TXT*---T*TnT"-i •■• Tx, where each Tie^Xfc.!,^), so following [9] we abbreviate: TXn denotes T"T"_X ■■■ Tx, and TXndenotes T*T*---T*, (n = l,2,---).
We usually denote doubly stochastic operators, positive operators, and unspecified operators by S, P, and Trespectively. T10, Pxo, and 510 denote the identity operator /.
By way of introduction we now state the following results :
Theorem (Rota [21] , [22] ). Let (£2,R) be a probability space, and Sne®(Q,P) (11-1,2,...) be doubly stochastic. For each pe[l,co) and feL"(Q.,P) satisfying Jn|/| log + |/|i/R < 00, lim^oo SXnSx"f exists a.e. (dP) and boundedly in L"(Q,P).
Theorem (Doob [9] ). Let P" be a positive contraction on L1(X"-x,pn-x) into L\Xn,pn) (n = 1,2,-). LetheL\X0,p0), h^O. Then if dp'n = (PXnh)dpn, and if f is a function on X0 satisfying f |/|(log+|/|)Aá/io<oo, Jx" it follows that exists a.e. (p0) where h>0 and also in the Ll(X0,hdp0) topology. Here P'k* is the linear extension of L1 norm ^ 1 of P* to an operator from L\Xk,(PXkh)dpk)
into L\Xk_x, (Px¡k-Xh)dpk_x).
The main results of the present work are summarized in the following Main Theorem. Let Tne@(X,X) (n = 1,2,-). Then if geLP (\<p< oo), If geL1 and satisfies §x\ g |log+1 g | dp < oo, then
for any heL1 satisfying 1 ^ A ^ min(|g|,l).
Under the additional hypothesis that the operators Tn are positive operators (which we now denote P") it follows that (0. 3) lim PXnPXng exists a.e. (p)
n-»oo for any ge(JJSp<00Lpsatisfying Jx|g|log+|g| dp<oe.
The theorem of Doob is based on that of Rota. Both authors transfer the setting of the problem of convergence to a representation space. In this context they respectively show that {SXnf}o and {Px"(fh) I PXn(h)}™ are martingales with respect to a decreasing family of subfields, whose suprema are integrable. They then note that Sf", Pl*P'* ■■■ P'"* are conditional expectations with respect to a fixed subfield independent of n, and these are known to preserve bounded almost every where convergence in L1.
Our theorem is based on an argument (Theorem 2 below) which is a submartingale version of the proof of Doob's theorem. Given geL1 satisfying J*|^|l°g+|?| dp < oo, we factor g as the product/-h, where/and h are as in Doob's theorem, and h Sá 1. We then show that the denominators {PXnh}™=0 of Doob's ratio form a uniformly bounded submartingale, whence Pi*p2*-p,;*((Pi"fr)%^) m P*nPin(fh) operators are doubly stochastic. The machinery of the proof of Theorem 1 is used in §2 to prove Theorem 2, which gives the bounded convergence ((0.2) and (0.3)) stated in the Main Theorem for g eL1 satisfying J | g |log +1 g | dp < oo, under the hypothesis that all operators are positive operators in 2¿>. Under this latter hypothesis, Corollary 1 gives the pointwise convergence ((0.3)) for functions in Lp (1 < p < oo ). In §3 the assumption of positivity is dropped, and the maximal inequalities ((0.1) and (0.2)) of the Main Theorem are obtained (Theorem 3).
§4 contains a quick proof of the strong convergence of TXnTin, based on the particular form of the operator composition. Also, properties of the limit operator are discussed. In §5 the continuous parameter versions of our results are stated. The Appendix contains the appropriate statements of certain auxiliary results.
1. Convergence on a space of infinite measure, for doubly stochastic operators. Our argument here is simply the infinite measure space analog of the argument Doob used in his proof of Rota's theorem [9] . The latter argument followed the basic method of Rota but utilized a different representation theory and applied to the more general case of doubly stochastic operators between different spaces. (ii) )Xo(™Pnïo\SÏnSxj\)Pdp0^(pl(P~ l))Pj*0|/|P^0.
Proof. We use the representation theory of the Appendix, in which a one-toone, linear, order preserving map from \JX¿p^oeLp(Xn) onto [\JX¿p¿0=1LP(X*) such that g*-+g* preserves V norms (1 i£ p ^ oo) is established (n = 0,1, •■■ ). Moreover, pointwise a.e. convergence of sequences of functions is preserved under the correspondence g <->g *. Consequently the limiting and maximal behavior we seek to establish is invariant under the representation. Throughout this proof we work on the representation spaces X* (n = 0,1,•••), dropping the notation " # ". As noted in the Appendix, the operators 5^* can be represented as kernel operators (indeed this is the reason for passing to the representation spaces): for any ( c the domain of definition of the conditional expectation operator) :
The cr-field on Q determined by x0 is cr-finite, since x0 has distribution «0. Similarly, the cr-fields on Q. determined by each x", n = 1,2, •••, are cr-finite, since the distribution of each xn is pn, a cr-finite measure :
(1.4) P({oe:xn(co)eA}) = f E{xA(xn)\x0} dP = f S*"xAdp0 Ja J Xo = J XaSi"(1) dpn = pn(A) (AezZn).
Thus for any he\Jlèp<oeLp(Xn,pn), ja\h(xn)\pdP = jXn|h¡'dfi,,. Therefore (1.3) holds for any such function A.
Next we note that for any fe{JXap^oeLp(X0,p0),
= f ^"/(xJ/xW </P, proving (1.5).
Jsi
Finally we prove the following lemma which establishes {5'ln/(x")}"0O=0 as a decreasing martingale, the source of all decent limiting behavior here. Lemma 1. Givenfe[JXupèooLp(X0,i:Q,p0), (1.6) (SXnf)(xn) = E{f(x0)\xn,xll+x,-}a.e.(dP), b-0,1,-.
Proof (2) . We must show the reverse Markov identity
for the process consisting of coordinate functions on a product space whose measure is defined in terms of a sequence of regular conditional probabilities and a totally cr-finite initial measure p0. A set A <= X0 of finite measure determines a subspace (QA,2ZA,PA) of (Q,E,P), where QA = A x Xt x X2 x •••, Y,A consists of those subsets of ClA belonging to Y,, and PA is the restriction of P to (CiA,I,A). Now (1.7) is well known in the case of a finite initial measure [8] . Hence using the definition of conditional expectation there exists a function <¡>Ae \JX Sp<oeLp(£l,T,,P), measurable with respect to á?{x"}, and vanishing on Q -£iA, which satisfies Í (¡>A(xn)dP= f f(x0)dP (Be@{xn,xn + x,-},P(B)<co).
Now letting An increase to X0, p0(A¿) < oo, it is clear that </> =lim"_ccç6/ln is measurable with respect to ¿%{x"} and satisfies (2) We thank the referee for suggesting the following argument, which is substantially shorter and clearer than our original line of reasoning. f <t>(xn) dP = f f(x0) dP (Be¡M{xn,xn+x,-}, P(B) < oo), Jb Jb proving (1.7).
Thus forfeLp(X0,Z0,p0), 1 < p < oo , {S^J(x")}^=0 is a decreasing martingale on (Sl,P). By [13, f ( sup | StnS J¡Y dp0 = f ( sup\E{Sx"f(xn)\x0}\)P dP.
The latter integral is less than or equal to j^ (£{sup|Sln/(x")||x0 }J dP which in turn is less than or equal to f (sup|sln/(x")iy dp Ja Vngo / since conditional expectation is a contraction on Lpinto itself. Applying (1.8) to this last integral gives (ii):
for each/eLp(Z0,^i0), 1 < p < co , completing the theorem.
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[January Remarks.
(1) Convergence íorfeL1(X0,p0) is in general false, as Burkholder [3] has shown. For integrable / satisfying in addition Jx0|/|log + |/|ify/0 < °°> however, pointwise convergence holds, as we shall prove in §2. On a finite measure space, the arguments of [9], [21] give this result as well as bo unded convergence in L1.
(2) Theorem 1 is stated for the case of doubly stochastic operators Sk between different function spaces {JlSp¿ooLp(Xk_x), \Jx¿p¿xLp(Xk) rather than on a given function space to itself, because this formulation is used in Theorem 2 below. (Actually, Theorem 2 uses only Doob's finite measure version of Theorem 1.) By taking a direct sum of the measure spaces {(Xk,2Zk,pk)}koe=0 and appropriately extending the operators Sk, the situation in Theorem 1 can be included in that of doubly stochastic operators on a given function space to itself.
Example. Decreasing martingales. Let (fx,SF), (/2>^)>"" De a decreasing, martingale on (X,Y.,p), and set S" = E{ ■ \F"} (n = 1,2, -). Then SfnSXn= S", so the behavior of a decreasing martingale, which was used to determine that of the products S*nSln. can in turn be described by such expressions. Examples of Jerison [15] of decreasing martingales on an infinite measure space show that (i) St"Sx"g need not converge for g e L00, and (ii) S*"Slng can converge pointwise a.e. yet fail to converge in the L1 norm, for some geÜ r\Loe. In this case, (sup"g0| Sx*"Sx"g\) can not be integrable.
Neither of these situations can arise if p(X) < co [8] .
2. Pointwise convergence for positive contraction operators. The assumption of Theorem 1 that the operators S",S* map 1 into 1 is now dropped, and similar limiting behavior is proved for the resulting positive contraction operators, which we denote P",P*. As noted above it is no loss of generality to assume all functions are defined on the same measure space (X,zZ,p).
In order to prove our theorem for positive contraction operators, we represent P*"Ping as a conditional expectation (5f") acting on the product of a uniformly bounded submartingale (PXnh) and a martingale (SXnf), all on a finite measure space ((Q,P)). This representation uses that of the finite measure version of Theorem 1, in which case bounded pointwise convergence in L1 holds for a special subset of L1 as remarked above. The transfer of our problem to the above context is effected by the techniques Doob [9] used in relating his ratio theorem to Rota's theorem. Theorem 2. Let Pne3>(X,X) be a positive operator (n = \,2,•■•). Let geÜ(X,p) satisfy J"x|g|log+|g| dp < co . Then (ii) $x(sup"±0\ P?"PXng\)h dp S (el(e-I)) $x(h + \ g\\og+\g\)dp< co for any AeLx(X,p) satisfying 1 ^ A ^ min(|g\, 1).
Remark. The maximal inequality (ii) assumes a more useful form in special cases : if p(X) < oo , A may be chosen = 1 ; if {x : g(x) # 0} <= A and p(A) < oo, h may be chosen = %A.
We first prove the following lemma, the bulk of which is due to Doob [9] and which is of independent interest insofar as it illumimates the relation between positive contraction and doubly stochastic operators. In this connection we remark that the lemma is valid for any g eLx(X, p) and any nonnegative A eL1(X,p) which vanishes nowhere on the set {x:g(x)^0}. ) where Px"h does, for any ip e\<Jl¿p^o0Lp(X,p). P'" is therefore a positive contraction on L™(X,p) into L™(X, p) mapping 1 into 1 a.e. («,,). Moreover, P" is a (positive) contraction from Ll(X,pn_ x) into Li(X,pn), since for O ^ 0 and <S>-PXtn_xheL\X,p), j p;(o) dpn = j p"(o • px^xh) dp j * ■ pUH_lh ■ p*i dp £ j o dpn_x.
Therefore P'ne®((X,pn_x), (X,pn)). A similar computation shows that if (j)eLoe(X,p) (czL1(X,pn)) and i¡> eLoe(X,p) (^L1(X,pn_x))xhtn j <KP,» dpn = | (P"W dpn.
Therefore the positive contraction P'n* on L1(X,p") to L1(X,pn_x) agrees with P* on a common set dense in L1(X,pn), hence is the extension thereto of P* By this fact there can be no measure zero irregularities. [January We now observe that the measure spaces (X,pk) = (X,PXkh dp) (k = 0,1,.") are finite measure spaces and ßk(X) -f Píkhdp= f PXtk-xhPl\dp^ f Px^xhdp = pk_x(X).
J X */ X J X There cannot exist doubly stochastic operators Sne3¡((X,pn-x), (X,pn)) unless p"(X) = p"_x(X) (n = 1,2, ••• ), for such operators and their adjoints map 1 into 1. Consequently atoms px, p2,---are now adjoined to X to obtain a sequence {(X",T.n,p'n)}nx'=0 of finite measure spaces, each of measure p0(X), as follows Note d/i0 on A^ is just h dp on X. 
at Pn for \¡ieL1(X"-x,pñ_x). In the expressions for S" and S*above, the domain and range of P'n,P'n*are understood to be among \JX úpá oeLp(X,pn-X),\JX ¿pá oeLp(Z,/i").
We note in particular the important relation (2.2) (Pikh)(Pk) = 0 (fe = l,2,-).
Using (2.2), the definitions of P'n, S", and 5* and the fact that P"'* is the extension of P*, we obtain
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This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let g, A satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem be fixed. Since among the A satisfying these hypotheses there are some which vanish nowhere, to prove (i) it is enough (noting dp¿ = h dp) to show:
Moreover, since |/|A = \g\ and log+|/| =log+|g|, to prove (ii) it suffices to show :
= 7^1 \ (l + \fH+\f\)dp'0<<x>.
*-* J Xo
Applying the representation theoretic technique used in proving Theorem 1, we transfer the setting of the problem to the representation space (Q#, P*) used there for the study of the doubly stochastic operators S". Again SI* = X* x X* x ••■, P* is the measure on SI * determined by the initial (now finite) measure p¿*and the regular conditional probabilities ß"#(x"_1, dxn), the x" are the coordinate functions on SI*, with distribution p'n* (by (1.4)), and SíV^-i) = f # rP*(UQÎ(L-i,dU («A# GL\X;,(iH*)). V X Moreover, the correspondence g*-*g* between functions in \<Jx¿p¿x,Lp(X",p'n) and in {Jx¿p¿ooLp(X*,p'n*) preserves Lp norms and pointwise a.e. sequential convergence. Thus the limiting behavior claimed for S*n{_PXn(h)Sx"(f)1 in (i') and(ii')is equivalent to that of S*n*[P*n(h*)Sx*n(f*)~] on (Xt,p'0*). We therefore prove Theorem 2 in the context of the representation space, and omit, for the rest of the proof, the " # " notation.
From the proof of Theorem 1, {Sx"f(x")}nx'=0 is a decreasing martingale on (Sl,P) with respect to the sequence of subfields ^{xn,xB+1,".} ((1.6)). Since Í |/(x0)|log+|/(x0)|dP -f (|/|log+|/|)AJ/i=f \g\\og+\g\dp Ja Jx Jx and ç. ç, ç, P(Sl) = dP = dp'0 = \ h dp < co, Ja JXo Jx Since integrals on (Sl,P) of functions of x0 are integrals over (X0,p¿), these inequalities prove (ii') on the representation space (X*), hence on the original space (X).
We finally show that lim Sx*"[PlB(A) SlB(/)] (x0) exists a.e. (dP), n-*oo implying (i') above, hence (i) of our theorem (since the distribution of x0 is p¿ = h dp). Since {5'in/(x")}Bcio is boundedly convergent in L\Sî,P) and conditional expectation preserves bounded L1 convergence, Pi*nPu,g(xo) = Sx*n(PXnhSXnf)(x0) = £{(PlBA^lB/)(xB) | x0}
will converge as desired if it is shown that {PXnh(xn)}n°=0 converges a.e. (dP), since {PiB«(x")}"=o is uniformly bounded (by one). To complete the theorem we now show {Pin'HxJl^o is a decreasing submartingale on (S1,P). By submartingale theory on a finite measure space ( [8] , where a submartingale is called a semimartingale), it will follow that \\m"^oePx"h(x") exists a.e. (dP). Lemma 3. {Pi"h(xn)}™=0 is a decreasing submartingale on (Sï,P) with respect to the sequence of subfields ^{x",xB + 1, -}.
Proof. We first remark that by (1.4) Í g(xn)SJ(xn) dP = f gSJdp'" Ja Jx" = Í fs:gdp'n_x= \ f(x^x)s:g(xn_x)dp J x"-i Ja (feLp(X"_x,p'n_x), geL\X",p'n),í g p= co,l/p 4-í¡q -1).
Let C belong to âS{xk}, C| k ( e 2t) be the projection of C on Xk. In the following we denote both these sets simply by C, interpreting Xc(xk) as Xc\k(xk)-Next we note a.e. (dP), (r < n). This we do by proving that for each A e â${x"}, i XA(x")PlMxr)dP = f XA-PnPn-1 "' Pr+ lí^lr«)') ¿¡l Ja Jx (2.6) =^ JxXA-(PnPn-i-Pih)2 dp = í XA(Xn)PinKXn) dP.
Ja
Since PlrA(xr) ^ 0 a.e. (dP) and Px"h(p") = 0 ((2.2)), we may assume pn$A, or A c Xn -p" = X. The inequality in (2.6) follows from the observation of Rota [20, p.557] that Pk(4>2) ^ (Pk<b)2 a.e. 00 (<b e L<°(X,p), k = 1,2, -) (simply apply Schwarz's inequality to the kernel representation of Pk afforded by the Appendix).
To prove the equalities in (2.6), we use first (2.5), obtaining Í XA(Xn)PlMXr)dP -f XA(Xn)E{Plrh(xr)\xn} dP Ja Ja = í XASnSn"x-Sr+x(Px,h)dp'n.
Jx"
Taking adjoints and remarking PXrh(pr) -0, this is equal to f (Sr*+xS*+2-S:xA)(Pirh)dpr, Jxr-Pr for Xr -pr is just X, and the restriction of p'r to X is pr. Expressing dpr -(PXrh)dp and using the definition of Sk* this becomes Jx (P'rllP'rX 2-P'n*XA)(Plrh)2dp, since Xa(Ph) = 0. But by definition, P¿*agrees with P* on Lm(Xk,pk), so the above integral is just jx(p:+xp:+2-p:XA)(Pirh)2dp, which in turn equals jxXAP"Pn-i-Pr+i((Plrh)2)dp,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use giving the first equality in (2.6). Using the definition of p", /!"', and the fact that P"<fA, i XA(PnPn-1 -Pih)2 dp = f XAÍPnP"-i -Pih) dpn Jx Jx -p.. = f XA(xn)Plnh(xn)dP, Ja giving the second equality. This completes the proof of the lemma, hence of the theorem. The ratio theorem of Doob [9, Theorem 6.1], giving a pointwise limit, assumed only that the operators Pk were positive contractions in L1. We use the additional hypothesis of contractivity in L°°both in proving pointwise convergence and in obtaining maximal inequalities : The uniform boundedness of {PlBA}Boe=0 is used just below (2.3), above Lemma 3, and below (3.5). The inequality PXk ^ 1 is used to show Pk(<¡>2) = (Pk<¡>)2 just below (2.6). If the hypothesis || P* || oo =51 is dropped, a counterexample is provided by the following set of positive contractions on functions integrable over the unit interval with Lebesgue measure : PJ = 4>k\ f, where <pk = 0, cbk = 1, and </>2 > k.
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Since P*f = ^<pkf,PtPJ = j>2 f0/. Therefore | Pt"Puf \ ê » | /J/|. (-^  l\sY a» ifge\Ji<p<coLp(X,p) and jx ( sup | T*XnTXng^hdp ^~j £ (A + |g|log + |g|) dp < co if geL1(X,p), {|g|log + |g|d/i< co, and h is any function in Ll(X,p) satisfying l^h^mm(\g\,l).
Cf. Remark following Theorem 2.
Proof. We show first that it is no loss of generality to assume the Tk are positive operators. By a lemma of Dunford and Schwartz [10, p. 672], cf. [6] , given Te S¿. there exists an operator PeS satisfying (3.3) |T"/|^P"|/| a.e. for n = 1,2,.-and feL1.
Now for any set £<= X of finite measure and any ge UigpSool-P.
-j \g\P"(XE)dpú j gTn(xE)dp ú j \g\P"(xE)dp, hence -j XEP*"\g\ dpú j xET*n(g)dp^ j xEPt\g\ dp.
We conclude that | T*"g | ^ P*"| g \ a.e. for such g and that P* is a positive operator in 3¡. From the symmetry of the argument it follows that (3.3) holds for fe lkJ1<p<00Lpand that P is a positive operator in 3). Remark. If T is self-adjoint, so is P: by [10] , P/= supU|S/| Tg\ for 0á/eí.'nr, geLm. Now for \g\uf, P*fZP*\g\^\T*g\ = \Tg\. Thus (P* -P)/2ï0 for O^/eL'nL™ which, considering adjoints, implies (P -P*)f ^ 0 for such /. Therefore P = P* (cf.
[l]).
Applying the above to each of Tx* T2%---,T*, T", T"_j,-, and Tx, there exist positive operators Pke£>(X,X) for which | Tx*nTXng\ Í P*\ T*2Tt-T:TnTn_x ...rif I S ... á P\*nPln\g\ a.e., (ge{Jx^p¿mLp).
Consequently (3.2) holds by Theorem 2. We prove (3.1) by showing that for any fixed p: 1 < p < co and any geLp, For fixed k, we now prove (3.4) for gk by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2. First let the sequence {R(m)}™=i of measurable sets in X satisfy OO Ak = B(\)czB (2) Fixing m, Am and / are now used as were A and / in the proof of Theorem 2. We again suppress the " # " notation for the representations associated with the Stone spaces.
Since 0^f(xo)eLp(Sl,P) and {Sinf(xtt)}™=0 is a decreasing martingale on the finite measure space (Sl,P), it follows [8] that (3.5) ja ( sup SxJ(xn)y dP ^ (yP-jJ ^ f(x0)p dP.
Noting that 0^ (Pxnhm)(x")^ 1 a.e. (dP), we have by Lemma 2:
From the definition of/, hm, and P, this last term equals Therefore £ ( sup Px*nPXngk Jhm dp S {~jj jx (gk)p dp for each m. Letting m -» oo, we obtain (3.4) for gk, completing the proof. Remarks. (1) The above theorems raise the natural question as to the pointwise convergence of {Tx*TXng}noe=0, for ge U1<P<00LP. Since where the constant Bp depends on p. This result is an obvious consequence of Theorem 3 above: noting sup"è0| Tng\ <. supn¿0\T2"g\ + sup"ÄOj\T2n(Tg)\, we obtain Stein's result with Bp = 2(p/(p -l))p. Yet another proof of this maximal result, based on techniques of Rota [22] and Burkholder [4, p. 82] , is contained in the thesis of Al-Hussaini [1] . (3) The principal open question relating to the problems considered in this paper is that of the pointwise convergence of T"g for geL1, where Tis a selfadjoint operator in S¿¡ satisfying (Tf,f) ^ 0 for all/eL2. (Positive definiteness is necessary: consider rotation through % radians on the unit circle.) Equivalent formulations of this problem are given by Burkholder [4] , using a characterization he proves there of certain conditions under which one of the two major hypotheses of Banach's theorem will hold (in this case the hypothesis that /¿{x:(supBg0|Tng-(x)|) = co } = 0). (Al-Hussaini [1] has given an example of two distinct such operators Tx, T2 for which T22T"lf diverges a.e. for some /eL1.) 4. Strong convergence and identification of the limit operator. The preceding results imply the strong convergence of the positive operators Px*PXne@(X,X)
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OPERATOR LIMIT THEOREMS 109 considered as bounded operators on LP(X) into itself, for any fixed p : 1 < p < oo. The same is true for p = 1 in case p(X) < oo. A more direct proof of a more general result is given here. Denoting by 0 and / the zero and the identity operators, we use the following known Theorem (Vigier [18] ). //{AB}"°=1 is a sequence of positive definite operators on a Hubert space such that I 2: Ax 5: A2 = •" = 0, iAen {A,,} converges strongly to a self-adjoint positive definite contraction operator A.
On the basis of this, we state and prove Proposition 1. Let Tne3>(X,X), (n -1,2, -). There exists a self-adjoint operator \A^e^(X, X) to which TXnTXn converges in each of the strong topologies on bounded operators on LP(X), 1 < p < oo .
Given any geLx(X) and any A eLP(X)nLoe(X) for some pe[l,oo), Tx*nTXng -> n^g in the L\h dp) norm : || (T*nTXng -noeg)A || x -> 0 as n -* oo.
Remarks. If p(X)<co, TXnTXn ->noe in the strong topology on bounded operators on Ú(X): set A = 1. noe is clearly positive definite on L2.
Proof. Throughout this proof we denote T*"TXn by n". Using only the fact of contractivity of each T" in the case p = 2, the sequence {n"}"°= x clearly satisfies the hypotheses of Vigier's theorem. Consequently {n"} converges in the strong topology on bounded operators on L2(X) to a self-adjoint positive definite contraction Un on L2(X). We now show noe has a unique extension to a self-adjoint operator in 2(X,X), to which {n"} converges strongly in IP (1 <p < oo).
(i) For each p e [2, oo ) and each g e IP, {n"g} converges in the L" norm : For each pe[2, co) we show Cauchy convergence in Lp of {n"/} for/eL2 r\Loe. Since L2 nL°° is dense in Lp Cauchy convergence for g ejLp follows by the triangle inequality and contractivity of each Uk in LP. Given f eL2n L°°, we may assume |/|00<i. Then ¡I (nB -nm)/||p = £ I on, -nj/|p du = j | (n" -n",)/|2 dp = ||(n"-nm)/||2^o
as m,n-> oo, where we have used the Vocontractivity of each Tlk.
(ii) For each p e (1,2) and each geLp, {Ung} converges in the L"norm: As in (i) it suffices to prove Lpnorm convergence on a dense set, in this case L1C\Lco. (iv) || noeg I, ^ I g ||p for any geL1 n L00, any p e (1, co ) : Letting g e L1 O L°, note |noeg||p-||n"g||p| ^ ||(noe-n")g||p-^0 as n->oo, by (iii).
Since |n"g||p^ I g ||p for any n, (iv) is true as claimed. n^ is thus a densely defined contraction on each Lp(l < p < 00) and so has a unique extension to an operator in 3i(X,X), which we also denote noe. From (iii) it is evident that n" -> \~ioe strongly with respect to each of the topologies induced by LP (1 < p < 00 ).
To show noe is self-adjoint as an operator in 3>(X, X), let/e Lp(l < p < co ) and geLq=(Lp)*. Then Sketch of proof. ïloe is clearly the strong limit operator provided by Proposition 1, namely the extension to all Lpof the limit operator on L2 given by Vigier's theorem. The corollary follows readily, using Theorems 2,3, Corollary 1, Proposition 1, and Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem.
Remark. Since noe is the operator provided in Proposition 1, Px*PXng-+Uoeg in the appropriate topologies as noted there.
Examples.
(1) Iterates of conditional expectation operators. Burkholder and Chow [5] have given the following explicit identification of the limit operator in the case of powers of products of conditional expectation operators. Let [24]).
We consider here the limiting and maximal behavior of T*(t,0)T(i,0). By the theory of separable processes [8, Chapter II], such behavior is essentially determined by that of the discrete case considered above. First, however, we state a result on operator convergence, for which separability theory is superfluous. The proof of this result, which depends on Vigier's theorem and is similar to that of Proposition 1, is omitted. (Vigier's theorem applies to bounded increasing, as well as decreasing, sequences.) Proposition 2. Let r>0 be fixed. Then there exists a self-adjoint operator UJir~)eSi(X,X) to which T*(t,0)T(t,0) converges in the strong topology on bounded operators on LP, for each p: 1 < p < oo, as t-* r~.
For any geL1 and any heLpr\L™ for some p: 1 ^ p < oo, T*(r,0)T(r,0)g converges in the L'(A dp) norm to Tl00(r~)g as t->r_.
Similarly, there is an operator TLoe(r+) to which T*(t,0)T(t,0) converges in each of the above topologies as t-> r+. In this case r may equal 0. The following proposition is the continuous parameter version of the main results of the preceding sections. Since the proof is a relatively direct, though tedious, consequence of the separability theory of [8, Chapter II] , it is omitted. Proposition 3. Let ge UXêp<oaLP satisfy J|g|log + |g| dp < oo . Then there exists a separable process {(T*(i,0)T(i,0)g)~}(e[0oo) which differs from {T*(t,0)T(t,0)g}tel0oo) at most on a set of p-measure zero in each t, such that (i) jx ( supKimim | (T*(t, 0)T(t, 0)g) ~ \ J dp S (¿ZT[J £ \g |p dp if geL" (Kp<oo), here Yloe(r~) is the strong limit operator of Proposition 2. Moreover, if any other process {(T*(t,0)T(t,0)g)~ ~},el0 oe), differing from {T*(r,0)T(i,0)g},e[Ooo) at most on a set of p-measure zero in each t, converges a.e. on a set of positive measure, the limit must agree with noe(r~)g.
Remarks.
(1) For a one parameter semigroup {T\ í 2ï 0} of self-adjoint operators in 3¡, possessing strong continuity at t =0 in the L2 norm, Stein [24] has proved maximal and pointwise theorems for {T'f}0<t<oe,(fe\Jx<p<ODLp). (T/was redefined on a set of/¿-measure zero for each t in such a manner that for almost every x, T'f(x) is a continuous function of t.) By (i) of Proposition 3, the maximal theorem is a corollary to Theorem 3 above.
(2) The results of Proposition 3 are possible because of the "inhomogeneous" character of our discrete limit theorems: we have at our disposal theorems about products Tx*TXn of distinct operators Tx, T2, ■■■, and it is just such products that arise as the result of applying separability theory. Appendix. Let (X, 2, p) be a totally cr-finite positive measure space. The Boolean cr-algebra of measurable sets mod null sets in (X,zZ,p) is isomorphic to the algebra of clopen (simultaneously closed and open) sets in a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff
